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ABSTRACT 

The development of the Smart Grid aims to improve the operation of the traditional 

grid through the incorporation of information and communication technology. This is 

typically done through the integration of communication networks and a set of protocols 

that make the electricity grid prone to cyberattacks. Cyberattack threats such as data 

manipulation and replay attacks typically target substation automation systems and hence 

causing severe damage to the electricity grid assets leading to significant economic loss. In 

order to make the smart grid more resilient to such cyberattacks, it is critical to detect such 

cyberattacks accurately. The work presented in this thesis looks into machine learning 

techniques and in particular the Random Forest as an ensemble classifier to detect and 

classify the cyberattacks from other power quality disturbances and normal operation. 

Furthermore, the thesis addresses the issue of identifying the key features that effectively 

help in detecting such cyberattacks. 

 

Keywords: IEC 61850 protocol; Intelligent Electronic Devices; Random Forest; Smart 

grid; cybersecurity; cyber attacks. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction  

1.1 Background  

The traditional electricity grid is facing several challenges due to the aging of its assets. 

This motivates the transformation of the traditional electricity grid into the smart grid by 

integrating information and communication technologies. This was accomplished by 

adding sensors and software to the existing grid, which would provide utilities and 

individuals with new information that will help them comprehend and respond rapidly to 

changes. These changes aim to smooth the integration and management of renewable 

energy resources and electric vehicles into the electricity grid. With a growing dependence 

on computerized remote control and automation, these systems are more vulnerable to 

potentially catastrophic cyberattacks. There is a strong possibility that cyberattacks on the 

smart grid might have far-reaching repercussions, such as the failure of several vital 

infrastructure and economic consequences due to increased power outages.  

One of the most integral parts of the smart grid are substations, which are responsible 

for incrementing or decrementing the voltage levels at certain parts of the network. The 

sustainability and continuity of supply of an electrical substation have always been 

priorities for the electric system reliability [1]. To achieve that, electric utilities are placing 

a greater emphasis on real-time, company-wide information to provide access to the correct 

data at the right time [2]. The rise of microprocessor technology has made digital protection 

and control devices more useful to the operation. The Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) 

are integral components of the substation automation systems (SAS). These devices are 

microprocessor-based equipment, which gather and record data on numerous system 

parameters, process them, and make choices on abnormal conditions to send control orders 
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to switches and breakers to clear the fault [1]. Following this, the information can be 

transmitted for further study. 

The flow of information within a substation is achieved by using communication 

protocols. A communication protocol specifies the rules for data transmission and are 

designed to suit various objectives dependent on the application's particular requirements. 

At the outset of the electrical automation industry, the majority of the protocols were 

proprietary protocols. Gradually, due to lack of interoperability, the utilities moved towards 

standard protocols such as IEC 61850, which has become the dominant communication 

standard for SAS because of its enhanced functionality and several communication needs, 

including scalability, high bandwidth and multi-vendor compatibility [3]. Promoting 

interoperability through standards helped optimize the operational advantages while 

reducing the deployment of new expensive equipment. The IEC 61850 employs Substation 

Configuration Language (SCL) to standardize the description of the whole substation 

system and is used for configuring the network devices in a substation. It accomplishes this 

by defining a collection of abstract data and object models [4]. The messages are packaged 

as multicast, with a sender-subscriber structure such that the sender delivers the data to all 

the systems on the network and the system subscribes to the data so that they may access 

it. The IEC 61850 is a type of Operational Technology (OT) protocol. Such protocols focus 

on the administration and control of devices existing and functioning in the physical world 

[5]. The information technology (IT) based systems on the other hand permit direct 

information flow between machines and humans. The smart grid entails the convergence 

of OT and IT. While both OT and IT protocols were frequently created without security, 

IT protocols included security features in their updates. The OT protocols were designed 
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to be more reliable in the face of communication mistakes but did not provide any security 

against cyber-attacks [6]. 

 Although OT protocols have started adding security features (for example: IEC 

62351), they are still emerging and not yet popular amongst all manufacturers. Even if they 

are implemented, the standard uses certain algorithms that might create more problems. 

For example, if a Generic Object-Oriented Substation Event (GOOSE) frame that is being 

multicast, is manipulated through an attack in such a way that the security algorithm 

discards the following messages received by the receiving IEDs, compromising the 

security of the grid [7]. Hence, new security solutions are required to avoid potential attacks 

on IEC 61850-based networks. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Despite the existence of backup systems such as batteries and backup generators, a 

breakdown in the energy industry will inevitably have a domino effect on several other 

industries. The high interconnectivity of the smart grid has widened the possibility for 

intrusions.  

 

Figure 1.1 Major cyber-attacks on the electric power grid in the past. Source [8] 
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Over the years, there have been several instances of cyberattacks against the smart grid 

in various parts of the world, some are depicted in figure 1.1. During the attack on Ukraine's 

Utility System on December 23, 2015, nearly 225,000 people lost power due to a 

cyberattack on three Ukrainian energy suppliers. Through unauthorized access to the 

SCADA systems of the victims, the attackers disconnected three substations from the grid 

for three hours. This was the first recorded successful hack on an energy infrastructure [9]. 

Hence, substations require comprehensive defensive measures to be prepared for future 

incidents of this sort.  

The IEC 61850 standard governs the substation automation process and addresses the 

control, protection and management of the intercommunication within a substation. Figure 

1.2 illustrates the hierarchical structure of the model proposed by the standard, which 

includes the three levels process, bay and station linked together by the process and station 

buses via ethernet switches [10]. 

 

Figure 1.2 Communication model for IEC 61850. Source [10] 
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All the equipment such as current transformers, potential transformers, measuring 

units and merging units (MUs), etc. are part of the process level. The MUs digitizes the 

current and voltage values from the CT/PTs by carrying out the analog to digital conversion 

of these signals. Further, these digital signals are then sent via ethernet, which are time 

synchronized with the help of the clock master.  Near the yard equipment, the bay level 

devices ensure protection and control such as the IEDs. These IEDs continuously process 

the knowledge shared by the MUs with the help of GOOSE sharing real-time status of the 

breakers for keeping track of the various events occurring in the substation network for 

quick response action. The station level contains the Human- Machine Interface (HMI), as 

well as the location where the operator watches over the substation activities and connects 

to the control center. 

IEC 61850 handles data communication data object by having a clearly defined format 

and attribute structure through Common Data Classes (CDCs), ensuring their semantic 

compatibility. Each data in the substation can be allocated to one of the 13 logical 

groupings which are further belongs to one of the Logical Nodes. IEC 61850 has defined 

86 logical nodes which is further subclassified into different data classes as shown in figure 

1.3 [11]. The structure of the logical groupings can be summarized through figure 1.4.  
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Figure 1.3 Logical Nodes defined in IEC 61850 standard. [11] 

 

Figure 1.4 Logical Groupings in IEC 61850 standard. [11] 

The interoperability offered by IEC 61850 standard is achieved with the help of an 

eXtensible Markup Language (XML) based file called the Substation Configuration 

Language (SCL) file which makes use of data modelling. The structure of an SCL file is 

shown in figure 1.5 along with an example of its format in a file [12] [13]. 
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Figure 1.5 Structure of an SCL file. Sources [11-12] 

The SCL makes use of the object models for describing substation configuration 

through System Specification Description (SSD) as well as the configuration of the IEDs 

using IED capability description (ICD) and helps in the exchange of the configuration data 

as illustrated in figure 1.6. The Substation Configuration Description (SCD) file is an 

integration of the ICD and SCD files. The single line diagram used by SSD to depict the 

substation architecture helps to specify the logical nodes needed for the SA system. The 

specifications of the substation architecture, together with their assigned logical nodes and 

communication services, and interface, are contained in the SCD file. A manufacturer-

specific IED Configurator is used to create the ICD files. A vendor-independent system 

configurator processes the ICD and SSD files to form the SCD file after which the IEDs 

can be associated and function independently with the help of the Configured IED 

Descriptions (CIDs), which were imported to each IED after getting prepared from a 

vendor-specific IED configurator.  
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Figure 1.6 IEC 61850 SCL engineering process. Source [13] 

One of the most important components of a substation is an IED, which are usually 

manufactured by third-party manufacturers and are thus not fully trusted by the electricity 

providers. The providers worry that such a control device can be unreliable at any moment 

throughout the development, specification, installation, and operating stages [14]. At any 

point, there is a possibility of the device being tampered with to hide malware and further 

its vulnerability to flaws might be overlooked as the evaluation process may not be 

thorough. Besides, a validation engineer could establish a secret gateway through which 

attacks could be induced through in future (although being set up out of goodwill for remote 

access in future). Such a device, if deployed in the network may act as doorways for 

attackers to induce attacks. Even reliable devices may turn untrustworthy because of 

random errors, incorrect configuration or even due to errors during updates. These could 

compromise the efficient functionality without being detected. It is best to discard such 

devices before they enter into the operational network but these security checks before 

deployment are not reliable and do not guarantee that they may not carry a bug that can go 

undetected. Even after deployment, regularly evaluating each device in a huge network of 

substation is difficult. Thus, the detection techniques need to be employed so that abnormal 
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behaviors can be detected during the operation. Also, as mentioned in [15], early 

identification of such attacks is not possible since it is mostly dependent on the messages 

that are communicated. As it is difficult to predict when an attack might happen, the 

alternative is to detect the attacks as fast as possible in order to take proper action in time. 

 

Figure 1.7 Cybersecurity framework. Source [16] 

 

Figure 1.7 [16] demonstrates the framework proposed by the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology for enhancing cybersecurity for critical infrastructure such as 

substations. The framework suggests five functions, which includes identifying the risks 

and vulnerabilities involved in a substation at the status quo. Then we can move on to 

protecting the system to avoid these vulnerabilities, starting from the highest risk of being 

exploited through technical measures and maybe organizational measures as well. 

Thereafter, the detection principle, which is the framework's third principle, highlights that 

in order to take steps to prevent anything suspicious from happening, it is necessary to 

detect it, allowing for less harm and gain knowledge for the future from it. The efficient 

Identify

Protect

DetectRespond

Recover
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detection of these attacks can help in timely response actions to be carried out to protect 

the system from collapse. The response mechanism should know how to respond to a 

situation and be prepared to take action when an alarm or security alert is triggered. Finally, 

the recovery stage for example replacing the affected IED, involves proper recovery 

strategies and prioritizing to minimize the recovery time. Some of the post-attack strategies 

such as identifying the entity involved in the attack, have been discussed in [17]. Here, the 

detection process has been studied in order to improve and protect the network from a wide 

variety of attacks.  

Authentication, Authorization, Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability are the five 

major goals of cybersecurity in the context of smart grid, as mentioned in [18]. The smart 

grid is vulnerable to several types of attacks, such as Denial of Service (DoS), Data 

Manipulation (DM), etc., which threaten the smart grid's performance and impede the 

fulfillment of these objectives. In order to achieve these goals, this thesis use machine 

learning techniques to learn from historical data in order to identify potential breaches. 

There are several machine learning models to choose from and each approach has its own 

benefits and drawbacks. Despite that machine learning has been extensively utilized for 

applications of cybersecurity. However, the selection of a particular model for a specific 

application is still a difficult task. 

1.3 Motivations 

From the previous sections the detrimental consequences and domino effects that 

cyberattacks on the energy grid can have were learned. In order to safeguard the critical 

infrastructure network of the substation automation systems, it is imperative to be prepared 

to face cyber-attacks. The first step of the process is to detect these attacks on time before 
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they may cause unrepairable damages to the network and achieve the cybersecurity goals. 

This gives us motivation to build a model that can classify network packets as either attack, 

disturbance or normal. 

1.4 Thesis Objectives 

The following summarizes the research objectives of this thesis: 

• To detect the cyber-attacks in electricity distribution substation devices, which use 

IEC 61850 based GOOSE communication protocol for facilitating the delivery of 

power to the distributed systems and loads.  

• To identify the key features, which are the most suitable for implementing machine 

learning to classify the network traces as normal, disturbance or attack by assessing 

the nature of the GOOSE communication protocol.  

• To identify the best machine learning model for carrying out the detection and 

classification amongst decision tree and random forest.  

• To investigate how overfitting can be avoided by selecting the appropriate machine 

learning tool and relevant parameters by switching the training and testing datasets 

used for building and testing the model respectively.  

• To explore more than one publicly available IEC 61850-based datasets and verify 

how the machine learning model leads to improvement in the detection through the 

evaluation parameters for any dataset. 

1.5 Thesis Organization 

The thesis includes 7 chapters. Chapter 1 explains the role of IEC 61850 based 

communication protocol GOOSE in smart grid substations. It goes on to describe the 

consequences of a cyberattack on the smart grid using historical cyber events. Additionally, 
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it provides an overview of the various forms of cyber threats that have been seen in relation 

to GOOSE communication networks. 

Chapter 2 describes the present work on the detection and categorization of attack 

traces observed in IEC 61850 GOOSE communication. In addition, it examines previous 

efforts undertaken in the past to achieve the same objective using machine learning 

techniques. 

Chapter 3 elaborates on the various kinds of modern cyberattacks that affect the smart 

grid. Specifically, it discusses the attack cases on which this thesis is focused: Data 

Manipulation, Denial of Service, Message Suppression and Replay Attack. 

Chapter 4 describes the methodology used to address the classification of cyberattacks 

using machine learning tools. The types of features and their significance in the 

performance of the machine learning models have been discussed. Further, the evaluation 

parameters used to quantify the performance efficiency of the models are described.  

Chapter 5 includes the evaluation of the application of machine learning models on 

two publicly accessible datasets for the detection of intrusions among normal and fault 

events. The results of both the datasets using decision tree and random forest models are 

compared for analysis.  

Finally, chapter 6 presents the main conclusions and recommendations drawn 

regarding the classification of cyber attacks in GOOSE communication networks in smart 

grid substations. Subsequently, the future work has been discussed that can be based on the 

work presented in this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 Literature review 

The detection and mitigation of cyberattacks in an IEC61850-enabled substation is a 

booming field of study that has gained a great deal of attention from researchers, engineers, 

and enterprises. In this chapter, the analysis of previous work done on the cyber-attack 

detection of IEC 61850 based systems is discussed.  

2.1 Previous work on cyberattacks detection 

The algorithm-based intrusion detection system (IDS) proposed in [19] worked on a 

built-in distributed collaborative IDS for the IEDs in the smart grid network. Both GOOSE 

and Sampled Values (SV) intrusion detection algorithms were developed. The GOOSE 

IDS used the features: 1) GOOSE State, (2) Sequence number, 3) source MAC 4) 

destination MAC address, 5) APPID,  6) GOOSE data value, 7) GOOSE confirmation by 

subscriber, 8) GOOSE confirmation by publisher, 9) timestamp. In addition, a digital 

signature mechanism was implemented in which the sender and the recipient share the 

same private key. The algorithms successfully detected injection attacks, packet 

modification attack and doorknob rattling attack. Such collaborative IDS may encounter 

instances where an IDS in the network declines to share its knowledge with the rest of the 

IDSs because of an attack which in turn diminishes the collaboration between IDSs. Also, 

the CPU and memory usage of the IEDs were increased on implementation of the CIDS on 

the IEDs. Further, in the case of an attack on two CIDS IEDs simultaneously, the algorithm 

won’t be able to detect the attack, hence this may increase the false negative ratio of the 

proposed approach during evaluation.  

Mohamed et al in [20], proposed a rule-based Network Intrusion Detection System 

in context of IEC61850 protocol. The dataset analyzed in [20] is identical to the one utilized 
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in this thesis. The experimental results in [20] give a 100% detection rate and zero False 

positive error. Nonetheless, rule-based approaches need manual inspection of the data to 

assess trends and formulate categorization rules. This can be a complex and herculean task 

when it comes to large datasets with many features, consecutively increasing model 

complexity. In contrast, decision trees automatically examine data and looks for patterns 

on its own from the features provided, which is why an ensemble of decision trees were 

utilized in this thesis to develop the categorization model. The Hunt’s algorithm constructs 

a decision tree using the impurity index calculations for classification. Furthermore, 

disturbance events were not considered for classification in their work. Only the network 

features: 1) Source MAC, 2) GoID, 3) StNum, 4) SqNum, and 5) time for each packet were 

utilized to validate the proposed technique. In this study, physical characteristics are also 

examined for detection, as multiclass classification is performed, and they are required for 

identifying disturbance scenarios.  

In [21], Taha Selim et. al. studied masquerade and replay attacks that may occur in 

IEC 61850 GOOSE messages. The mitigation strategy they apply is digital signature 

algorithm-based detection techniques: Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) and Elliptical Curve 

Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA). The RSA is already recommended by the IEC 

62351-6 standard for GOOSE authentication. The ECDSA is popular in SG cybersecurity 

applications. The S-GoSV framework was used to develop custom GOOSE and SV 

network stream. The experimental analysis showed ECDSA algorithms outperformed RSA 

algorithms. The time constrained for IEC 61850 was an issue for this mechanism and the 

authors verified that Digital Signature verification is not the best solution to tackle the issue 

as they depend on computationally expensive operations [22]. Hence, the work presented 
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here applies machine learning approaches which needs an initial computation for learning 

and once trained, it can then be implemented for detection using the built model for testing 

requiring less computation.  

Hyun Jin Kim et. al. in [23] applied external signature and time interval information 

of each message for the detection process on a 1:1 communication channel. The eight 

features used for the external signature-based classification are: EtherType, message 

length, source/destination (s/d) MAC, (s/d) port and (s/d) IP. Only the information of the 

message length was required to identify identical messages. The packet interval time was 

studied using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The contents of the messages are not 

considered for the detection process. The detection process is for messages with cyclic 

patterns of multiple interval times. The attacks can be detected through the mean value of 

the interval times and the order pattern of the messages. The 18-IED dataset was used in 

the experiments with an f1-score of 0.99 for DoS attack messages. The study illustrated 

how the number of packets per second rise in the DoS attack case as compared to the normal 

scenario. However, the study hasn’t been able to apply the technique and validate the 

results for rest of the attack cases mentioned in the dataset.  

In [24] a project on anomaly-based detection based on statistical fingerprint of the 

GOOSE messages is implemented. The dataset, which is available in github [25], was 

worked upon where the data can be observed to be discretized into bins, which allows the 

identification of the outliers. The GOOSE packet features used included GOOSE length, 

GOOSE ID (goID), GOOSE Control Block Reference (gocbRef), datSet which is the 

Control Block Object Reference, Application ID (APPID), source Mac, destination Mac, 

and EPOCH time. The occurrence of the difference of the epoch time (delta_T) in the 10 
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bins (of range 0-10s) is considered for the probability distribution analysis. It was observed 

that delta_T is mainly concentrated in the bins ranging 0-4 seconds in the dataset studied.  

The Euclidean distance is determined through an algorithm and checked for deviations 

from the reference distance and examines to see how much it deviates from the computed 

distance and by what percentage to detect the anomaly. Similarly, the work in [26] adopted 

a similar anomaly-based approach where statistical analysis with big data based analytic 

framework is adopted.  Recency-Frequency-Monetary (RFM) analysis captures the 

dynamic features of the GOOSE packets. The three generic network features: bits per 

second (bps), number of connections per second (cps) and packets per second (pps) help to 

check the availability of the network. Statistical analysis is applied on these three features 

where an estimate statistic of the combination of the three metrics helps in determining 

events such as an IED is undergoing maintenance, etc. Further, they also define an anomaly 

detection function which uses these parameters along with other GOOSE metrics obtained 

from the RFM analysis. The testbed used for evaluation is within an actual substation in 

Korea and 27 attack scenarios were simulated out of the total 288 scenarios. Spoofing, 

replay and DoS GOOSE attacks were studied along with other attacks on MMS traffic. 

99% detection accuracy is reached. The issue with statistical approaches is that the attacker 

can train the system in such a way that the malicious traffic is considered as normal and 

those packets can go undetected.  

Another approach of multi-layer SCADA-IDS was proposed by Yi Yanf et. al. in 

[12]. The IDS examines the contents of SCD files and typical IEC 61850 traffic, then 

constructs normal and appropriate behavior models using thorough protocol analysis, and 

contrasts profiles of benign behaviors with observed traffic to find abnormal variances. The 
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cyber-physical setup built in a laboratory in China is used as a test-bed and an external 

laptop is connected to induce malformed packet attack, spoofing attack, man-in-the-middle 

(MITM) attacks and DoS attack.  

2.2 Machine learning techniques for cyberattack detection    

Hyunguk Yoo and Shon Taeshik [27] applied an anomaly detection mechanism by 

employing one class Support Vector Machine (SVM) for normal behavior learning for 

GOOSE and MMS. The outliers were removed using Expect Maximization clustering and 

Local Outlier Factor following the three-phase preprocessing of the data [27]. The dataset 

chosen was obtained from an actual substation operating via IEC 61850 protocol. Thirteen 

GOOSE network features were considered in their approach, which included source and 

destination MAC, APPID, Length, gocbRef, timeAllowedtoLive, datset, goID, time, status 

number (stNum), sequence number (sqNum), Configuration revision (confRev) and 

number of data set entries (numDatSetEntries). These GOOSE network features are 

described in the methodology in section 4.2.1.2. Their model’s performance results showed 

high false positive rate and also the detection accuracy needs improvement especially for 

the GOOSE attack detection. 

Using a simulation testbed, Xuelei et al. [28] constructed a dataset based on 

IEC61850 GOOSE communication between four IEDs, which was Stage 1 of their project. 

It was classified based on normal, emergency, and attack behaviors using Machine 

Learning (ML) models. A total of 12 features were employed, each of which was selected 

based on the key properties of GOOSE signals and the probable valuable information for 

identification. There were one dynamic feature 1) GOOSE heartbeat, nine static features: 

2) source MAC, 3) destination MAC, 4) APPID, 5) length, 6) gocbRef, 7) Difference in 
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status number (Dif-st), 8) Difference in sequence number (Dif-sq) 9) numDataSetEntries 

10) Decimal conversion of contents in ‘allData’ (Dec-allData) and two physical features: 

11) sensor values and 12) circuit breaker status collected from different sensors. Based on 

their experimental results, the Decision tree model outperformed SVM and KNN models. 

However, their evaluation results showed a high false negative rate, which is not acceptable 

in highly critical infrastructure like SASs. In continuation, the authors in [14] broadened 

their study of the dataset by creating Stage 2 and further chose thirteen features, of which 

six of the chosen features were network features: 1) GOOSE Heartbeat; 2) Length of 

GOOSE packet; 3) Dif-st; 4) Dif-sq; 5) numDatSetEntries; 6) Dec-allData, while seven 

were physical features: 7) Average current in high voltage side (I-high); 8) Average current 

among winding 1 of the transformers (I-w1), 9) Average current among winding 2 of the 

transformers (I-w2), 10) Average current among circuit breakers of the transformers (I-

trsf-cb); 11) Average current in low voltage side (I-low) ; 12) Average current among the 

feeders (I-fdr); 13) Binary sequence of circuit breaker statuses (Bin-cb-status). The features 

have been described in detail in section 5.1.3. Sequential classification ML model - 

bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) was implemented in an effort to increase 

the classification accuracy by experimenting with window widths and step sizes. The 

results demonstrated a low false negative rate and an accuracy of 96.33%. However, the 

study did not conducted more experiments by swapping the transformer datasets and 

determining whether or not the accuracy is still high. They have constantly tried to improve 

the accuracy of one combination of training and testing dataset when transformer 1 IED is 

set as training and transformer 2 is set as testing through various experiments. However, 

they did not verify if their model works well in the case when the training and testing 
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datasets are swapped for their respective purposes. Here, we have tried to improve the 

accuracy of the results in [14] as well as applied the model to a second dataset for validating 

the efficiency of the model. Also, their model tends to overfit as the training accuracy was 

above 99% but still the testing accuracy was around 92%. Further an important takeaway 

from their work was, that both network and physical characteristics are essential for the 

optimum detection of cyberattacks.  

The research undertaken by Taha Selim et al. [29] also applied several machine 

learning approaches to the identification of cybersecurity threats in GOOSE 

communications. Using IEC61850 emulator tools, a dataset was built in which random 

attacks were inserted into a set of clean datasets. For the detection process, the technique 

takes use of the generic character of the stNum and sqNum variables. Only the stNum, 

sqNum, and event history data were applied to detect attacks. Compared to AdaBoost, 

Random Forest, k-NN, and SVM, decision tree exhibited greater accuracy and shorter 

training and detection times in binary classification experiments. They further extended 

their work for the detection of sampled values as well in [30] where again they used stNum 

and sqNum as features. 

The work done by Liqun Yang et al. in [31] applies anomaly detection on GOOSE, 

MMS and TCP protocols. The work also employs Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) for 

secondary extraction of the original features. They chose 34 features, which included all 

the features that were examined for the three protocols evaluated, of which twelve features 

were decided for GOOSE. The features are as follows: during the time window:  mean 

packet interval, average data length, number of GOOSE identification values, maximum 

count of GOOSE traces with the same event and with the same previous event, number of 
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different events, maximum packets with the same SqNum and datSet, number of datSet, 

number of bps of the packet, number of packets per second and maximum count of packets 

with same destination and source MAC. Followed by the DWT feature extraction process, 

the dimension of the deep feature vectors are reduced through Locally Linear Embedding 

(LLE) Algorithm. Further, the LSTM based autoencoder network uses the reconstruction 

error to detect the anomalies. The GOOSE attacks in the experimental dataset included 

GOOSE replay and DoS attacks. However, their results show lower detection accuracy for 

GOOSE traffic as compared to that of MMS and TCP. 

Hasmat Malik et al. [32] have worked on the dataset developed in [40], which 

comprises of a model containing eighteen IEDs. They proposed a proximal SVM machine 

learning model, where one versus all strategy is applied for multiclass classification and 

three PSVM models are used in their approach. The detection is carried out for four classes 

(healthy, DM, DoS, MS) where the first PSVM model starts with classifying healthy versus 

faulty data. The faulty is further classified by PSVM model 2 into DM versus DoS and MS, 

which is again segregated using the third PSVM model into DoS and MS. The experimental 

results given in the study showed an accuracy of nearly 97%. However, the implementation 

of the dataset for the work has not been explained clearly in their work. Also, in general 

two class problems tend to be unbalanced often leading to poor performance in some cases 

[33].   

In table 2.1 the research gaps have been highlighted, where it can be observed that 

there are only two studies [13, 29], which have work on classification of Normal versus 

Attack versus disturbances. This is important as several attacks mimic disturbance behavior 

to go undetected. The NA (Not Applicable) fields indicated that the respective studies have 
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not worked on machine learning based models and thus ‘overfitting’ and the ‘exchanging 

of the training and testing’ are still problematic for these studies.  

Table 2.1 Literature Review summary 

Papers Overfitting 

issue studied 

Classified 

Disturbances also 

Switched 

dataset  

More than one 

dataset studied 

[19] NA  NA  

[20] NA  NA  

[21] NA  NA  

[23] NA  NA  

[24] NA  NA  

[26] NA  NA  

[27]     

[28]  ✓   

[14]  ✓   

[29]     

[31]     

[32]     

Presented 

work 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 

 

Machine learning techniques are observed to undergo overfitting when they are not able to 

build a generalized model resulting in high training accuracy but low testing accuracy. 

Hence, it is important to verify if the model still works well when the training and testing 
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data are interchanged. There is no previous work done with multiple dataset to verify that 

their work is applicable in general and not specific to a particular topology of the power 

system. 

 

2.3 State-of-the-art of cyberattack features in smart grids 

 

The features identified in previous work for the cyber-attack detection in smart grid 

are illustrated in Fig. 2.1 according to their degree of utilization. This aided the process of 

feature extraction during the application of machine learning to the datasets studied in this 

Thesis. The GOOSE data includes measurement values of current/voltage/frequency, etc. 

relevant to the dataset considered. The rest of the features will be discussed in detail in the 

following chapters. 

The literature study reveals that several models for detecting cyberattacks on the 

IEC 61850 GOOSE protocol employ a wide range of features. It encourages us to seek out 

the characteristics that may be generalized as being most appropriate for use in detecting 

systems. In addition, the optimal model for detection must be chosen in order to obtain 

high accuracies may be achieved with the available datasets, which are extremely likely to 

be imbalanced in nature due to the rarity of attack scenarios in a real-world context. 
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Figure 2.1 Features ranked according to usage 

2.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the literature review was conducted and the previous work was 

reviewed to learn about the types of models used in the cyber-attack detection of GOOSE 

protocol-based communication. Both the machine learning based as well the non-machine 

learning based techniques were reviewed. None of the machine learning based methods 

studied if their method was vulnerable to the problem of overfitting, nor did they test their 

models’ immunity to the selection of training and testing datasets. The features, which were 

used by the papers studied in literature were marked so that they can be considered if 

applicable in the datasets available for detection. The mostly used features in literature 

were summarized and were referenced for feature selection. Further, it was observed that 

limited work has been done to categorize the attacks from normal as well as disturbance 

events. Additionally, no previous research had tested their methodology by applying it to 

a different dataset. All of these research gaps have been investigated in this thesis. The 

literature review leads to machine learning based models for the detection of cyberattacks 

in SASs and the need to select the best model amongst them.  
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Chapter 3 State-of-the-art cyberattack types in smart grid 

Cyberattacks can be either passive or active, as per [18]. Passive attacks cause no 

damage to the data, yet the attacker observes it passively. Eavesdropping attacks and traffic 

analysis attacks are examples of passive attacks. In the first scenario, the attacker is able to 

view the shared data packets between the sender and recipient. The opponent does not, 

however, modify the data. In the latter, the attacker continuously monitors and evaluates 

the data being transmitted between a sender and a receiver. Active attacks are more 

damaging than passive ones because the attacker modifies or stops the target from receiving 

the data. Some form of active attacks are as follows: 

3.1 Data Manipulation or False Data Injection Attack (FDIA) 

 Data Manipulation (DM) is the process of introducing modified network packets 

into a network in order to disrupt the power grid or conceal illegitimate alterations [18]. 

The FDIA was first presented as a new class of attack in [34], where the state estimation 

process of the electricity grid was targeted. State estimation is often used in contingency 

studies for determining the unknown system parameters (for example, bus voltage angles 

and magnitudes) in a power system based on meter readings. These studies ensure the 

reliable functioning of the smart grid by monitoring and controlling of its various 

components (for example, varying the power generation output) even during faulty events 

(For example, a loss of generation). If the state estimation results are impacted by 

inaccurate data, the power grid control schemes may be misled, which might have 

disastrous effects like widespread power outages leading to blackouts. During such 

catastrophes, individuals may suffer large losses as a result of not being able to satisfy 

production needs on time, replacing equipment due to damage, and obstructing the running 
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of critical activities in hospitals, nursing homes, office buildings, etc. The work in [34], 

discussed both the random and targeted false data injection attacks. The study also pointed 

out that carrying out such attacks is quite complex since there are so many prerequisites, 

such as obtaining the configuration of the targeted power system component, which is 

difficult to do, and then changing the meter or its measurements. There are already various 

methods for bad data identification, which occur because of significant unanticipated meter 

and communication problems [35]. These bad data values can be created methodically and 

avoided by these detection techniques if the attacker is aware of the power system 

parameters [34]. 

Automatic generation control is one of the most important components of a power 

system, which monitors the frequency variation of the system and ensures that it remains 

within its acceptable range.  Additionally, it controls the transfer of power between nearby 

control regions and restricts them to the predetermined levels. The work in [36] describes 

how an attacker may create a sharp drop in system frequency to initiate load shedding by 

giving an incorrect impression of the system load. The work also describes the possible 

impacts on electricity market operations through attacks that affect the calculation 

settlements to the market participants. The security constraints economic dispatch (SCED) 

method is used for optimizing by reducing the overall system operation costs by re-

dispatching generating output and identifying generator operating points. A candidate can 

modify the generator operating points to boost its generation while decreasing generation 

in the nearby balancing region. As a result, the utility is able to generate more money since 

it gets compensated more.  Further, in [37], the load redistribution attack is defined, which 

occurs due to a false SCED. A false SCED might push the system into an unprofitable 
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operating state, which might be followed by immediate load shedding, or even into an 

insecure operating state, which might push larger load shedding into the future if quick 

remedial measures are not taken. Hence, it is crucial to detect FDIA/DM attacks to avoid 

any damage to the power system and for the smooth operation of the all loads and 

operations running because of it. 

3.2 Denial of Service Attack 

 

The denial of service (DoS) attacks are classified as security attacks in which 

hackers or attackers attempt to block legitimate users or machines from accessing a given 

service. DoS attack affects the availability of the smart grid component under attack, which 

is a crucial security goal and this may lead to severe repercussions. The DoS attacks on the 

charging of electric vehicles makes the vehicle unable to charge when plugged in and this 

might hamper the frequency regulation strategy and may also lead to overloading of the 

transformers when the EVs are finally able to charge during the peak periods. This reduces 

the life of the transformers in the long run [38]. This attack is produced by sending bogus 

commands to the server or service in question, which is the IED in this case. In this 

procedure, the victim system/server is bombarded with excessive requests, producing 

overloading or inaccessibility of the system/service, and the system denies requests from 

authorized users [7]. The attackers are able to modify the data fed into the IEDs, therefore 

overburdening the CPUs and consuming network bandwidth. The GOOSE messages have 

a delivery timing requirement, which is in milliseconds. The DoS attacks may result in 

considerable increases in system latency and may fail to send these messages within the 

acceptable time period. Further, the unresponsiveness of the IEDs caused due to the attack 

might potentially lead to devastating situations, particularly under various fault conditions 
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[8]. The authors in [8] have discussed DoS attacks on the server, HMI as well as on the 

IEDs in an IEC 61850 communication architecture. During their simulated experiments, 

the CPU utilization time increases in case of a flooding DoS attack as compared to that 

during the normal operation was induced on the server. 

When the DoS attack is carried out through multiple sources of the power system 

network, it leads to what is known as distributed denial of service (DDoS), which affects 

the system more severely. The researchers in the past have worked with 55 features that 

can be used for the detection of distributed DoS attacks on GOOSE and MMS messages 

[39]. Thirty-one of these were basic features and the remaining were advanced features 

which requires deep understanding of the protocols. Some of the basic features have been 

used in this work for the detection modelling.  

3.3 Message Suppression Attack 

 

Message suppression attacks, also known as MS attacks, involve the unauthorized 

change of GOOSE header fields in an attempt to prevent authentic IEDs from receiving 

vital messages or updates. This enables the adversary to seize control of the communication 

channel [40]. Message suppression attack can be induced by reconfiguring a router, 

installing a rogue gateway that ignores specific messages to a network segment, severing 

the wire and also jamming the network through messages, preventing legitimate messages 

from passing through (similar to DoS) [41]. The MS when combined with message 

injection leads to timing/delay attacks. 
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Figure 3.1 Failure to break circuit attack scenario. Source [41] 

Figure 3.1 represents the scenario where an attacker may follow one of the steps in 

the graph to stop a circuit breaker from activating when it should. The message can either 

be suppressed, injected or modified as attack forms. In the figure, the logic nodes 

represented by PDIS is the distance protection and XCBR is the circuit breakers and the 

topology of the network can be found in [41]. PDIS and XCBR are the logical nodes and 

they are given the suffixes ‘P’ and ‘X’ respectively to denote they are the logical units of 

Protection (P) and Switchgear (X) [42].   

3.4 Replay Attack 

 

During replay attacks, sensor data is acquired in advance and then provided in place 

of the actual sensor readings during the invasion leading the subscriber to execute 

legitimate orders at an inappropriate moment, which might compromise the substation's 

regular operation. The work in [43] gives a practical example of a replay attack, where an 
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attacker records a previously legitimate network trace with ‘circuit breaker close’ 

instruction. The attacker can utilize this to launch a replay attack and retransmit this 

network trace during a fault or line maintenance, causing the circuit breaker to trip and 

causing significant damage and endangering the personnel's life. The work in [44] share 

how authentication mechanisms also are not able to prevent replay attacks. Also, the work 

in [45] describes a case when a replay attack can lead to a DoS attack, when the replay 

attack is repeated during message retransmissions. 

3.5 Attacks studied  

The active attacks and their impact on the smart grid have been described in sections 

3.1-3.4. These attacks are more dangerous than passive ones because their effects are 

visible in the present and must be discovered more quickly in order to undertake following 

actions of recovery or safeguarding the other areas of the system where the effect of the 

attack has not yet reached. Hence, in this thesis, cybersecurity in regards to active attacks 

have been studied, which are encountered in one of the most essential components of the 

SAS, that is, the IED. 

3.6 Summary 

This chapter discusses the sorts of attacks that will be encountered in this thesis. 

The work done in this thesis tries to apply machine learning models on these attack 

scenarios for detection so that the system may learn to take the necessary actions in time to 

stop these attacks to cause major destruction. These are some of the most prevalent types 

of attacks likely to be encountered in substation systems. 
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Chapter 4 Methodology 

Cyberattack detection methodologies can be either anomaly-based or knowledge 

based. Anomaly based detection methods study the general behavior of normal scenarios 

and when it encounters a scenario, which deviates from the normal behavior it is classified 

as an attack. On the other hand, the knowledge-based detection methods apply the principle 

of learning datasets to understand the behavior of both normal and abnormal events and 

use the learned knowledge for detection. Even though anomaly-based detection is known 

for being able to handle zero-day attacks (attacks not seen before or addressed), it has lower 

accuracy than knowledge-based detection and has high false positive rate [27]. Also, since 

there is no set rule, and finding an optimum normal-behavior model consumes a lot of time 

and effort in the beginning. When it comes to important infrastructures like substations, 

accuracy is crucial since even a small number of alarms need a significant amount of work 

to analyze because a substation is a highly linked system with many different components. 

Machine learning is a knowledge-based detection mechanism, which has been employed 

in this thesis for detection of the cyberattacks.  

4.1 Machine learning models 

Machine learning (ML) has attracted a lot of attention across a variety of 

applications and academic disciplines, notably in cybersecurity because of its capability of 

learning from data. The work in this thesis has extended the ML approach for cybersecurity 

in IEC 61850 GOOSE communication in a substation environment. The most common 

machine learning models for classification are KNN, SVM, DT, and RF. The main 

drawback of KNN is that it cannot handle large datasets. In addition, calculating the 

distance between the existing and the new points is arduous, which degrades the 
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algorithm's performance [46]. Similarly, SVM also isn't appropriate for large datasets. 

Moreover, its performance suffers when the dataset contains more noise. The ML 

approaches by previous researchers for cyber-attack detection in GOOSE communication 

has been discussed in literature review in chapter 2. In this work, decision tree and random 

forest models have been explored and their comparison is validated by applying 

classification on two publicly available datasets. In the real world, machine learning 

engineers and data scientists regularly apply the random forest approach due to its precision 

and the fact that modern computers and systems can generally manage enormous datasets 

that were previously unmanageable.  

Overfitting is a phenomenon in machine learning modelling where a model is 

trained too well that even the noise present in the data is learnt to an extent that it negatively 

affects the model's performance with fresh data. Random Forest is renowned for its 

tolerance to noise and resistance to overfitting through the use of multiple trees.  

4.1.1 Decision Tree     

Decision Tree (DT) is a method for supervised learning used for classification and 

regression. It is a presentation of a series of decisions in a tree. Its purpose is to discover 

basic decision rules from data features and apply them to construct a model that predicts 

the value of a target variable. The decision tree rules are formed based on the features 

provided in the dataset for training a DT model. An inverted tree like structure is formed, 

which starts from the root node and branches down further to the leaves, which are the 

various categories or labels of the dataset. At each node, an if-then condition is checked 

and the definition of this condition is formulated during the building process of the decision 

tree. When a new data sample is tested using the model, it travels this path of conditions 
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based on its feature values and finally reaches to one of the categories, which is the 

predicted label for the test sample considered. The decision tree was implemented through 

MATLAB software and by default the MATLAB function ‘fitctree’ used for creating the 

decision tree model is the standard Classification and Regression Trees (CART) algorithm 

[47]. When splitting data at each node, the CART algorithm uses binary split. There are 

various other DT algorithms discussed in [48] such as C4.5, CHi-squared Automatic 

Interaction Detector (CHAID) and Quick, Unbiased and Efficient Statistical Tree 

(QUEST). Many DT methods, including ID3, C4.5, and CART, are built on the Hunt 

algorithm, for model building process [49].  

The best split of a decision tree can be found using the one of the three-criterion 

available in MATLAB. First is the Gini's diversity index (‘gdi’) or Gini impurity, which 

measures the likelihood that a specific variable will be erroneously categorized when it is 

selected at random. Its value ranges from 0 to 1 and can be represented using equation 4.1. 

1−∑ 𝑝(𝑖)2𝑗
𝑖                          (4.1) 

Where, j is the total number of classes and p(i) is the probability of the observed proportion 

of classes that belong to class i and reach the node. A pure node has Gini index zero and 

finally the weighted average is calculated for comparing the various split rules. The 

minimum Gini index is used as the criteria for optimal split. The other two methods are 

'twoing' and 'deviance'. Twoing is a distinct metric for choosing how to divide a node but 

it is not a measure of a node's purity [47]. Deviance is also known as ‘Entropy’ and is 

defined using equation 4.2.  

                               − ∑ 𝑝(𝑖) log2 𝑝(𝑖)
𝑗
𝑖                               (4.2) 
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As it can be seen from equations 4.1 and 4.2, the calculation of gini index and entropy 

require square and log computations respectively. As the former is computationally 

inexpensive compared to the latter for smaller number of classes, the Gini index is used in 

this work. 

4.1.2 Random Forest 

Random forests or random decision forests are classification methods based on 

ensemble learning. Random Forest is an ensemble learning approach that use the majority 

vote of the ensemble's numerous decision trees for categorization as shown in figure 4.1.  

 

Figure 4.1 Random forest structure. [50] 

The strength of each individual tree in the forest and the correlation between them 

determine the generalization error of a forest of tree classifiers [51]. Randomization aids in 

reducing correlation across decision trees, hence improving the ensemble's generalization 

error, which is the model's anticipated error on data items that haven't been seen before 

[52]. As discussed earlier, RF is seen to avoid the overfitting issue since it is mostly 

successful in achieving a low training error (or misclassification error) as well as 
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generalization error. When the number of trees is large enough, the upper bound for random 

forest generalization error converges to equation 4.3. 

𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 ≤  
𝑟(1−𝑠2)

𝑠2    (4.3) 

Where, 𝑟 : average correlation amongst the trees. 

 s: quantitative measure of the strength of the DT classifiers.   

The strength of a group of classifiers relates to their average performance, which is 

quantified probabilistically in terms of the margin (M) of the classifier calculated using 

equation 4.4. Where, Y’ is the predicted label for X by a classifier built using a particular 

random vector. The margin quantifies how much the average vote at (X,Y) for the correct 

class is higher than the average vote for any other class [51]. The increase in the margin 

shows more confidence in the classification.  

M(X,Y) = P(Y’=Y) – max P(Y’=Z)  , where Z≠ Y   (4.4) 

The work in this thesis utilize random forest to solve the multiclassification issue 

where the output labels might be Normal, Distance, or Attack. The selection of the number 

of learners and K-fold are crucial factors when modelling the ML model, since they have 

a significant impact on the results. In this thesis, the Random Forest is implemented with 

bootstrap aggregation, which will be discussed in the coming sections.  

4.2 Features relevant to cyberattack detection of GOOSE messages 

Features serve as the foundation for every given dataset. When using a dataset for 

machine learning, the quality of the features in that dataset significantly affects the quality 
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of the insights gained. Features may involve large processing when it comes to applying 

them for detection in machine learning models. 

4.2.1 Types of features for GOOSE ML based cyber-attack detection 

Features can be either network or physical with respect to the GOOSE datasets 

obtained so far. They are discussed in detail below: 

4.2.1.1 Physical Features 

The measurement patterns of sensor values of voltages, currents, frequencies, 

power, etc. in the electrical power system are governed by the several electrical engineering 

concepts. These concepts give an understanding of the nature of the changes observed 

during a fault versus during a normal scenario. Fault events clearly reflect through the 

changes in the physical parameters of the system, which trigger a sequence of fault clearing 

operations before losing its stability. Hence, these can be used for differentiating fault cases 

amongst the normal and attack scenarios. They can also be checked for attack cases as these 

values can be checked to verify if a trip was initiated due to a fault or by an attacker. 

4.2.1.2 Network Features  

The network features can be obtained with the help of an open-source packet 

analyzer named Wireshark [53]. It has a graphical user interface and built-in sorting and 

filtering capabilities. A GOOSE frame packet structure can be seen in figure 4.2 (a), the bit 

size allocated for each part is also mentioned below the field. Fields where the bits are not 

mentioned have varying number of bits allocated based on the IED. The number of bits for 

the allData field which is the information transmitted is determined by the publisher's data 

encoding. Figure 4.2 (b) demonstrates the structure of the GOOSE packet visually in the 
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Wireshark platform. Each field can be clicked on to check the number of bytes allocated 

for it.  

  

(a)       (b) 

Figure 4.2 Packet structure of a GOOSE frame (a) General structure [52] (b) In Wireshark  

These fields have been described below: 

• MAC dst.: MAC address of the destination, which is a multicast address denoted 

as 01:0c:cd:01:aa:bb according to IEEE [3]. ‘a’ and ‘b’ are variables.  

• MAC src.: MAC address of the source. 

• VLAN (Virtual LAN): Describes the Ethertype and the VLAN information. 

• APPID (Application ID): Application identification of GOOSE. 

• Length: length of GOOSE in bytes. 

• gocbRef: GOOSE Control Block Reference. 
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• timeAllowedtoLive: shows the Maximum time chosen to wait for the next 

retransmission. 

• datSet: Object Reference to the Control Block (CB). 

• goID: GOOSE message identification. 

• t: Time of change of status. 

• StNum: (State Number) signifies the beginning of a new event. StNum's value 

increases from 1 to a maximum of 4294967295 [21]. 

• SqNum: the sequence number associated with a single stnum. Every time a new 

event happens, stNum is incremented by 1 and sqNum is reverted to 0. 

• Simulation: (True/False) If the packets are simulated or not. 

• confRev: Configuration Revision. 

• ndsCom: (True/False) Checks if the CB needs further configuration. 

• NumDatSetEntries: represents the amount of data in the “allData” field. 

• allData: The information being communicated (For example: circuit breaker 

status). 

Some of these networks are further processed during the data preprocessing stage to 

give new features such as: 

• Heartbeat: is the time interval between two neighbouring packets. 

• Data_Dec: represents the binary converted to decimal values in the “allData” field 

found in the network packets. This can be helpful in the detection of FDIA attacks 

occurring through the control values. 
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4.2.2 Feature extraction and analysis 

Feature extraction is the process of selecting only the essential features to increase 

the algorithm's accuracy. It decreases training time and prevents overtraining. In [14], the 

researchers have performed experiments with and without feature extraction and found that 

the former gives good accuracy over the latter. It was observed through their experiments 

that when only 13 out of the 27 original features were chosen for detection, the false 

negative rate decreased significantly, which resulted in a substantial improvement in 

accuracy as well. The experiments in [28] showed how the inclusion of physical features 

reduced the false negative rate of the machine learning models by almost 20%. Thus, the 

feature extraction process is fruitful in optimizing the machine learning models. The 

selection of the best features from a group of features can be done by calculating the 

predictor importance score (using Matlab software) of each feature which determines the 

contribution level of a feature in classifying a sample of data while training a model.  

Matlab uses the CART algorithm by default for growing the decision trees which 

implements binary split at each node. The importance measure of the split predictor is 

increased by the result of equation 4.5 where a parent node has two child nodes [47].  

    (R1 – R2 – R3)/Nbranch    (4.5) 

Where R1 is the node risk of the parent node, R2 and R3 are the node risk of the 

children node and Nbranch is the total number of branch nodes. The node risk is the measure 

of impurity at i weighted by the node probability and is calculated using equation 4.6.  

    Ri = PiEi     (4.6) 
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where Pi is the node probability of node i, and Ei is the node impurity obtained by 

minimizing the error or impurity criteria of node i. Here, the impurity criteria Gini index 

(default) is used 

4.3 Evaluation Parameters 

There are various metrics that can be used to evaluate the performance of a machine 

learning model. They are discussed below:  

4.3.1 Confusion Matrix 

The confusion matrix is used to assess the performance of classification techniques 

and shows how confused the model got during the prediction process.  
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Figure 4.3 Confusion Matrix 

A confusion matrix provides a tabular arrangement of the various outcomes of a 

classification problem's prediction and findings and aids in visualizing its outcomes. It 

generates a table containing both the predicted and actual values of a classifier. The 

example of a binary classification is shown in figure 4.3. 

True Positive value reflects the number of correctly categorized positive 

occurrences. False Positive is the number of actually negative instances that were 

categorized as positive. False Negative value implies that the actual number is positive, 
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whereas the model anticipated it as a negative value during prediction. False-negative 

results are riskier when attempting to detect cyberattacks on critical infrastructure, like 

SASs, and even a single attack packet with a significant impact on operations puts the 

network at danger if it goes unnoticed. Also, due to the imbalanced nature of the datasets 

the class with fewer instances (For example: attack scenarios) are likely to get misclassified 

as falsely negative. Finally, True Negative values are the number of correctly categorized 

negative instances. The confusion matrix in the example is for a binary classification 

problem.  

For an N class classification, the confusion matrix will be of the size N × N. For 

example, the 4 × 4 confusion matrix of a multiclass classification of a dataset with 4 classes 

(a, b, c and d) is shown in figure 4.4. where class b is considered the positive class for 

explanation.  
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Figure 4.4 Multiclass confusion plot 
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The confusion matrix parameters for the multiclass confusion matrix can be defined 

as follows for a particular class: 

• True Positive:  Is the diagonal component of the matrix corresponding to the class 

under consideration. It is the case where the predicted value is the same as the actual 

value. 

• True Negative: the total of all column and row values, excluding those for the class 

for which we are computing the values. 

• False Positive: The column's values added together of the corresponding class, 

except the TP value. 

• False Negative: The total of matching rows' values of the corresponding class, 

except the TP value. 

4.3.2 Accuracy 

Accuracy is a measure of how well an algorithm makes correct predictions in 

categorization challenges. It is computed with the equation 4.7. 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
                         (4.7) 

 

Where the variables TP, TN, FP, and FN represent, respectively, the number of 

True Positive, True Negative, False Positive, and False Negative cases. These variables 

may be easily extracted from the confusion matrix, which summarizes the outcomes of a 

model's prediction. As this accuracy score considers all categories to be equally relevant, 

it may not be appropriate for evaluating unbalanced data sets in which the uncommon class 

is thought to be more intriguing than the majority class [54]. That is when other 

performance metrics like precision, recall and f1-score should be considered. 
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4.3.3 Precision 

Precision measures the proportion of positive class predictions that match to the actual 

positive class. Higher value of Precision means the classifier makes fewer mistakes (false 

positives) when identifying instances. Equation 4.8 is the formula used to calculate 

precision. 

             𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
                                              (4.8) 

4.3.4 Recall 

Recall quantifies the proportion of positive cases that the classifier accurately predicted. 

Very few positive instances are misclassified as negative by classifiers with a high recall 

as it stresses on the false negative classes. Thus, having a high recall is important when the 

dataset used for cyberattack detection is imbalanced with minority attack scenarios in them. 

Equation 4.9 is used to calculate Recall. 

                       𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
                                     (4.9) 

4.3.5 F1-Score 

F1 score represents the harmonic mean of precision and recall [54] and is calculated 

using equation 4.10. 

           𝐹1 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =  
2

1

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
+

1

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

                        (4.10) 

4.3.6 Specificity 

Specificity is defined as the percentage of negative occurrences that the model 

properly anticipated. [54] 

                             𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃
                            (4.11) 
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4.4 Summary 

This chapter discusses the machine learning models considered in this thesis for the 

cyber attack detection. Further, it also discussed about the two types of features that are 

usually encountered in IEC 61850 based GOOSE datasets. Finally, it defines the evaluation 

parameters that are used for checking the performance of the classification machine 

learning models used in this thesis.  
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Chapter 5 Evaluation 

5.1 First Test: 4-IED dataset  

5.1.1 Test system  

In [14], the authors experimented with the first dataset employed in this thesis, 

which is available in the GitHub repository [55]. Figure 5.1 depicts the test system, where 

four Virtual Machines (VM) represent the four IEDs in the system. One VM was dedicated 

to simulate the primary plant of the distribution substation.  

 

Figure 5.1 Simulink model of the substation primary plant [14] 

Normal, emergency (equivalent to disturbance), and attack scenarios are simulated 

by the model. Attack instances are exclusively induced on transformer IEDs. The majority 

of these attacks are FDIA and replay attacks. The Wireshark packet analyzer [53] was used 

to inspect the typical network traces. Along with the network parameters seen by 

Wireshark, the physical characteristics, i.e. the recorded current values, are employed as 
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model preparation characteristics. In this thesis, Random Forest is applied to classify the 

dataset. 

In the case of FDIAs where signals are modified, attack and disruption situations 

tend to look quite similar. Such attack scenarios are commonly mistaken for disruptions. 

Therefore, it is essential to employ features that assist in detecting such cases. Including 

physical features such as current or voltage measurements can help in resolving the 

confusion between the attacks and the actual fault or disturbance events. For example, the 

measurement data would show a variation during a disturbance event where a circuit 

breaker is also tripped. While, if the circuit breaker was tripped due to an attack, and the 

attacker has not modified the measurement values according to the normal behavior of 

power system during a fault event, then the attack can be detected with the help of the 

physical features. 

5.1.2 Scenario Description  

The description of each scenario has been provided in table 5.1. There are a total of 10 

classes in this dataset, of which, eight of them (labelled: 901-908) are the different kinds 

of attacks and the rest of the two are normal (labelled: 0) and disturbance (labelled: 1) 

cases.  
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Table 5.1 Scenario descriptions for dataset 1 

Cases No. of 

Scenarios 

No. of 

samples 

Labels Scenarios Description 

Normal 1 7447 0 No event No unusual events occur. 

 

Emergency 

10 8563 

 

1 Overcurrent 

Protection 

A phase-to-phase fault happens, 

associated overcurrent protection 

triggered. 

4 3894 1 Breaker 

failure 

protection 

Overcurrent protection failed; breaker 

failure protection triggered. 

Attacks 

from IED1 

under 

normal 

operation 

2 1253+1385 901, 

903 

Replay IED1 injects replayed GOOSE trip 

messages. 

2 1093+1294 902, 

904 

FDIA Original non-trip messages from IED1 are 

modified to trip messages. 

Attacks 

from IED1 

under 

emergency 

operation 

2 

 

864+730 905, 

907 

Replay IED1 injects replayed legitimate 

messages to stop protection or trigger 

unexpected protection. 

2 811+585 906, 

908 

FDIA IED1 modifies original messages to stop 

protection or trigger unexpected 

protection. 

Attacks 

from IED2 

under 

normal 

operation 

2 1930+1624 901, 

903 

Replay IED2 injects replayed GOOSE trip 

messages. 

2 1964+1552 902, 

904 

FDIA Original non-trip messages from IED2 are 

modified to trip messages 

Attacks 

from IED2 

under 

emergency 

operation 

2 870+654 905, 

907 

Replay IED2 injects replayed legitimate 

messages to stop protection or trigger 

unexpected protection. 

2 772+536 906, 

908 

FDIA IED2 modifies original messages to stop 

protection or trigger unexpected 

protection. 

 

The training and testing datasets can be categorized as two cases: 

1) Case 1: Training IED 1 and Testing IED 2: 

In this instance, Xuelei Wang et al. [14] created the training dataset by 

fusing the benign and attack datasets of IED1 and solely using the attack datasets 
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of IED 2 for testing. The training dataset (IED1) has 27,919 observations and the 

testing dataset (IED2) has 9,902 observations. 

2) Case 2: Training IED 2 and Testing IED 1: 

Since this dataset swapping has not been done in [14] and represent a 

limitation as per the previous work in chapter 2, in this thesis the dataset is swapped 

to assess the insensitivity of the RF-based model to the selection of the IEDs for 

training and for testing. In this instance, the training and testing datasets were 

created similarly to case 1. IED 2's combined benign and attack datasets containing 

29,806 observations served as the training set, and IED 1's attack dataset containing 

8,015 observations served as the testing set.  

5.1.3 Feature Selection  

Based on the horizontal layers of the basic plant, figure 5.1 may be simplified to 

figure 5.2. The associated average currents at each level are employed as detection 

characteristics alongside other network parameters such as Heartbeat, Gooselength, 

Difference in StNum, SqNum, and data_dec, as seen in figure 5.2. The network 

characteristics are extracted from the provided wireshark files in the dataset. 

 

Figure 5.2 Physical features obtained from each level [23] 
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To summarize, the features used for applying ML detection on dataset 1 are as follows: 

1. Heartbeat (network feature) 

2. GOOSElength (network feature) 

3. Dif_St (network feature): Differential value of two successive StNum values. 

4. Dif_Sq (network feature): Differential value of two successive SqNum values. 

5. num of data (network feature) 

6. data_Dec (network feature) 

7. I_66Kv (physical feature): Average current near the high voltage side 66kV line. 

8. I_W1 (physical feature): Average current near the high voltage side of transformer 

winding 1.  

9. I_W2 (physical feature): Average current near the high voltage side of transformer 

winding 2. 

10. I_CB_TRSF (physical feature): Average current near the low voltage side of all the 

transformer circuit breakers. 

11. I_CB2_22KV (physical feature): Average current near the low voltage side of all 

the circuit breakers present in the 22 kV line. 

12. I_FDR (physical feature): Average current amongst the feeders.  

13. CB_status (physical feature): A binary sequence of statuses of all the circuit 

breakers. 

Some of the network features have been discussed in the previous sections.  

The physical features of current in the 4-IED network dataset is obtained from the 

Simulink model shown in figure 5.1 while the network traces provide the circuit breaker 

status values. The rest of the network features are exported from Wireshark and converted 
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to a tabulated format called the CSV (comma-separated values) file, which are then 

combined with the simulated sensor values from Simulink for detection. The authors linked 

the transmitted packets with the sensor values by creating a macro, which finds the nearest 

timestamp of every network trace for the 4-IEDs and then add the corresponding physical 

features during the data merging process. 

5.1.4 Applying Machine learning  

The most common machine learning models for classification are KNN, SVM, DT, 

and RF. One of KNN's main flaws is that it can't handle imbalanced datasets efficiently as 

it becomes more biased towards the majority cases of the training dataset. Further, the 

efficiency of the method is degraded since it takes a long time to calculate the distance 

between the old and the new points [46]. Similarly, SVM does not work well with massive 

datasets. More noise in the dataset also leads to poor performance. The Random Forest 

method is widely used by machine learning engineers and data scientists in the real world 

because of its accuracy and the fact that modern computers and systems can usually handle 

previously unmanageable enormous datasets. Due to its use of many trees, Random Forest 

is resistant to overfitting [56], and it also performs well in noisy datasets. All the work 

presented in this thesis was performed in MATLAB [57]. 

5.1.4.1 Decision Tree 

Decision Tree (DT) is a supervised learning method used for classification and 

regression. Its objective is to learn basic decision rules from the data characteristics and 

use them to build a model that predicts the value of a target variable. 
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5.1.4.1.1 Results  

As shown in table 5.2, the accuracy was 92.847% when the decision tree model was 

used to classify data in this model (with feature extraction, i.e., experiment C in [14]). The 

DT model's accuracy declines when the training and testing IEDs chosen for modelling are 

switched. In the following sections, attempted to construct a model capable of providing 

excellent accuracy regardless of the IED used for training. 

Table 5.2 Results using Decision tree for classification of dataset 1 

Case Training 

data 

Testing 

data 

Train. 

Accuracy 

Test.  

Accuracy 

1 Trsf1 Trsf2 99.22% 92.847% 

2 Trsf2new Trsf1new 99.32% 87.01% 

 

5.1.4.2. Random Forest  

Random forest or random decision forest is a classification approach based on 

ensemble learning. Random Forest is an ensemble learning approach that use the majority 

vote of the ensemble's numerous decision trees for categorization. The process of splitting 

the dataset into disjoint subsets called training and test sets is known as cross validation. 

Cross validation methods include: 

• Holdout cross validation: Where the bifurcation of the dataset is done into 

x% of the data set as training set and y% for testing set. Where y = 100-x. 

For example, 80% training and 20% testing. Usually, a larger portion of the 

dataset is used for training and the rest is kept aside for testing the model. 

• K-fold cross validation: In this case, the entire dataset is divided into k 

number of subsets of approximately equal sizes and k-1 subsets are all used 

for training the model. While the remaining one subset is used as testing. 
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This process is repeated for k number of times and hence in this way each 

data is used as a training sample at least once. The overall error ℇ is 

determined by adding the errors from all k iterations as represented through 

equation 5.1. Where, i is the sequence of the iteration. 

                                          ℇ = 
1

𝑘
∑ ℇ𝑖

𝑘
𝑖=1                         (5.1) 

• Leave One Out Cross Validation Method (LOOCV): Segmentation of the 

data is done by applying the k-fold approach, only that here the k value is 

equal to the total number of data samples in the dataset.   

Holdout method is criticized for producing improper splits which may lead to high 

variance and bias in the generated model [58]. Also, while splitting, it might miss out some 

essential data, which should have been included in the training data while building the 

model.  Further, LOOCV, is computationally intensive as the iterations will occur N times 

where N is the size of the dataset. Hence, k-fold cross validation was implemented here for 

the splitting process. 

Here, Random Forest is applied to solve the multiclassification issue where the 

output labels might be Normal, Distance, or Attack. The selection of the number of learners 

and k-fold are crucial factors when modelling the ML model, since they have a significant 

impact on the results. 

5.1.4.2.1 The process of k-fold selection 

The k-fold cross-validation technique was used on Case 1 combination of the 

datasets for splitting the dataset for model preparation. The parameter k, which sets the 
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number of dataset splits, is the most essential configuration option for k-fold cross-

validation. 

Table 5.3 Accuracy results from using different K-folds 

K 
Testing 

Accuracy 

2 92.92% 

3 93.38% 

4 92.88% 

5 92.63% 

6 93.31% 

7 93.31% 

8 93.61% 

9 93% 

10 92.76% 

11 93.53% 

12 93.41% 

13 92.98% 

14 93.36% 

15 92.6% 

16 93.04% 

17 92.97% 

18 92.92% 

19 92.85% 

20 93.03% 

 

Table 5.3 displays testing accuracies when applied detection on Case 1 with k 

values ranging from 2 to 20. The number of folds K-fold 8 provides the highest test 

precision. 

5.1.4.2.2 Ensemble Aggregation Method Selection 

The optimal ensemble aggregation approach was determined by experimenting 

with several Ensemble Aggregation methods. The methods for the categorization of three 

or more classes [47] were examined through the experiment and the results are tabulated 

in table 5.4. 
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• 'AdaBoostM2': original algorithm for multiclass classification 

• 'LPBoost' (requires Optimization Toolbox): multiclass classification using linear 

programming boosting.  

• 'TotalBoost' (requires Optimization Toolbox): Totally corrective boosting performs 

multiclass classification by attempting to maximize the minimal margin in the training 

set. It uses optimization algorithms, namely quadratic programming which requires the 

Optimization Toolbox. TotalBoost required a lengthy execution time, thus it was 

omitted from the table summarizing the findings.  

• 'RUSBoost': multiclass classification for skewed or imbalanced data. 

• 'Subspace': Cannot be used when the ensemble is that of decision trees. Hence it cannot 

be considered here. 

• 'Bag' (Bootstrap Aggregation): reduce variance within a noisy dataset. Multiple 

bootstrap copies of the dataset are produced by randomly choosing N out of N 

observations with replacement. After which, these replicas are used to grow the 

decision trees [47]. The added advantage when it comes to using it with random forest 

is that each tree in the ensemble can arbitrarily choose predictors for each decision split 

which improves the accuracy. The number of predictors to choose at random for each 

split is, by default, equal to the square root of the number of predictors for classification. 

Finally, after model training, its predicted response on a test dataset can be determined 

using predict which takes the mean of the predictions from individual trees. 

In the analysis, the test accuracy and CPU execution time were taken into 

consideration. The test was conducted on a computer system with a 2.20GHz Intel (R) 

Core (TM) i5-5200U processor, running at 2.20GHz using 16 GB of RAM, running on 
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Windows version 10. The NLearn values ranging from 1 to 1000 were incremented by 

100 for each case to see which method produced the greatest results.  

All scenarios demonstrated that ‘Bag’ is the optimal Random Forest aggregation 

method in terms of accuracy. The CPU time consumed increased with increasing 

number of learners.  It is evident from the preceding discussions that the selection of 

the number of K-folds, NLearn, and detection technique all influence the accuracy of 

detection. The approach may be fixed as bagging, and nested loops can be used to 

determine the optimal number of K-fold and NLearn iterations. 
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Table 5.4 The outcomes of using various ensemble methods on varying numbers of learners 

NLearn Method 
Train accuracy 

(%) 

Test accuracy 

(%) 
Run time (s) 

1 

AdaboostM2 85.79 84.45 4.008 

LPBoost 85.79 84.45 4.361 

RUSBoost 56.33 77.86 3.989 

Bag 98.82 91.54 4.399 

100 

AdaboostM2 88.28 85.02 10.937 

LPBoost 50.07 47.05 11.292 

RUSBoost 58.48 84.94 11.146 

Bag 99.13 93.79 11.116  

200 

AdaboostM2 88.28 85.04 18.637 

LPBoost 50.07 47.05 11.796 

RUSBoost 58.48 84.94 21.003 

Bag 99.13 93.8 19.108 

300 

AdaboostM2 88.28 85.04 24.642 

LPBoost 50.07 47.05 11.700 

RUSBoost 58.48 84.94 23.214 

Bag 99.13 93.77 24.170 

400 

AdaboostM2 88.28 85.04 34.241 

LPBoost 50.07 47.05 11.392 

RUSBoost 58.48 84.94 26.095 

Bag 99.13 93.74 42.354 

500 

AdaboostM2 88.28 85.02 43.174 

LPBoost 50.07 47.05 11.372 

RUSBoost 33.78 13.2 36.988 

Bag 99.13 93.74 39.224 

600 

AdaboostM2 88.28 85.04 48.518 

LPBoost 50.07 47.05 14.794 

RUSBoost 33.78 13.2 39.224 

Bag 99.13 93.74 48.136 

700 

AdaboostM2 88.28 85.02 56.096 

LPBoost 50.07 47.05 11.520 

RUSBoost 33.78 13.25 47.869 

Bag 99.13 93.73 58.668 

800 

AdaboostM2 88.28 85.02 65.771 

LPBoost 50.07 47.05 14.139 

RUSBoost 58.48 84.99 51.874 

Bag 99.13 93.76 69.146 

900 

AdaboostM2 88.28 85.02 70.853 

LPBoost 50.07 47.05 11.987 

RUSBoost 58.47 84.98 60.384 

Bag 99.13 93.74 72.601 

1000 

AdaboostM2 88.28 85.02 78.704 

LPBoost 50.07 47.05 12.614 

RUSBoost 58.47 84.98 79.232 

Bag 99.13 93.76 99.538 
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5.1.4.2.3 Results  

As shown in Table 5.5 when Random Forest was applied to Cases 1 and 2, testing 

accuracy increased by 1.163% and 5.03%, respectively. 

Table 5.5 Accuracies obtained using Random Forest 

Case Training 

data 

Testing 

data 

Train. 

Acc. 

Test.  

Acc. 

K-

fold 

NLearn 

1 Trsf1 Trsf2 99.13% 94.01% 8 35 

2 Trsf2new Trsf1new 99.19% 92.04%      2 8 

 

    

(a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 5.3 Case 1 (a) Confusion plot (b) Predictor Importance plot 

   

(a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 5.4 Case 2 (a) Confusion plot (b) Predictor Importance plot 
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From the bar graphs illustrated in figures 5.3 (b) and 5.4 (b), it can be seen that the 

physical characteristics had the highest ranking, followed by the network characteristics: 

heartbeat, data Dec, and Dif Sq. Heartbeat is the time period between two adjacent packets. 

StNum and SqNum were described in the previous sections. These characteristics were 

chosen by the authors of [14]. This aided in the feature selection process of the dataset used 

for detection in the next part, to support the proposition made on Random Forest. Also, the 

highly misclassified classes amongst the attack scenarios are classes 906 and 908 observed 

in figures 5.3 (a) and 5.4(b) as they are very similar to the emergency cases as discussed in 

[28]. 

5.1.4.3 Result comparison and discussion 

 It is evident from the results that the Random Forest model outperforms the 

Decision Tree model. The appropriate selection of the method, number of K-folds and the 

number of learners had significant influence in the performance of the random forest 

model. The method used as the ensemble algorithm can be fixed as bagging as it gave the 

best result in terms of accuracy with respect to the CPU time in consideration. The number 

of k-folds and learners can be found using a nested loop. 

5.2 Second Test: 18-IED dataset  

 

5.2.1 Test System  

 

The opensource dataset utilized in this study was downloaded from GitHub [59] 

and includes the four-bus-18 IED system seen in figure 5.5. Line Feeder IEDs, Transformer 

Feeder IEDs, Bus IEDs, and Under Frequency Load Shedding IEDs make up the substation 

network. The IEC 61850 standard's GOOSE communication protocol is used by IEDs. 
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According to the one-line model in figure 5.5, several GOOSE network traces were created 

to depict the Normal, Disturbance, and Attack situations.  

 

Figure 5.5 Substation one-line diagram [59] 

The network traces were examined with the help of the Wireshark packet analyzer 

[53]. In order to create and test a machine learning model for the detection and 

categorization of cyberattacks and disturbances, the information of these packets were 

tabulated into CSV (comma-separated values) files. 

5.2.2 Scenario Description  

The “Normal” case is subdivided into scenarios with variable and non-variable 

load, as shown in figure 5.6. The Disturbance is similarly divided into three categories: 

Busbar Protection, Under Frequency, and Breaker Failure.  
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Figure 5.6 Classification layout of the dataset 2 

• Disturbance Scenarios: 

Busbar Protection: In this scenario, the malfunction takes place at 66kV bus-1. 

LIED10 detects the overcurrent and trips its own circuit breaker, CB-10. The trip status is 

then forwarded to the IEDs connected with the busbar's circuit breakers: LIED11, LIED12, 

and TIED13. 

• Breaker Failure:  

Here, a fault arises in the feeder linking substation S/S 3-1, but the breaker CB-11 

doesn't trip because of a mechanical failure. The LIED10 (incomer), LIED12, and TIED13 

receive the GOOSE transmission of breaker failure and O/C element pick-up from the 

LIED11. 

• Under frequency Load-Shedding:  

The UFID detects underfrequency and activates trip over GOOSE in order of 

increasing priority until the target frequency is reached for stability. 
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Table 5.6 Attack Scenario description of dataset 1 

Attack 

Scenario 

Attack description 

Data Manipulation (DM) 

AS1 False current measurements were injected to bias the power system state 

estimation process without being discovered. 

AS2 A malicious GOOSE frame was injected to manipulate the circuit 

breaker's status. 

AS3 An old GOOSE payload was replayed carrying circuit breaker 'trip' status 

and other measurement data. 

Denial of Service (DoS) 

AS1 GOOSE messages flooded to congest the substation network. 

Message Suppression (MS) 

AS1 A high stNum value was injected or one that was just a little higher than 

the stNum that had previously been recorded, where sqNum≠0. 

AS2 Replayed a previously authentic GOOSE packet with a high stNum, 

sqNum = 0 but with a stale timestamp. 

AS3 Injected a frame with a high stNum, sqNum= 0, and a valid timestamp. 

AS4 A high sqNum frame was injected to make GOOSE frames arrive to the 

receiver out of order, or contrary to the order of transmission at the sender. 

Composite Attack 

- Injection attack with a high stNum followed by altering the CB-11 circuit 

breaker status. 
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Attack Scenarios: 

Data manipulation, denial of service, message suppression, and composite attacks 

are the different attack scenarios. The attack category is further divided into other 

subcategories, which are detailed in table 5.6. 

Table 5.7 Number of attack traces encountered in dataset 2 

IED files No. of packets during each attack Total attack packets 

LIED 10 DM = 3 packets 

DoS = 5000 packets 

MS = 4 packets 

5007 

LIED 11 DM = 2 packets 

Composite = 3 packets 

5 

LIED 12 DoS = 5000 packets 

MS = 3 

5003 

LIED 22 DM = 5 packets 5 

 

The attack cases can mainly be observed for the four IEDs: LIED10, LIED11, LIED12 

and LIED22. Each of these IEDs had the following attack cases: 

LIED 10: DM, DoS and MS 

LIED 11: DM and Composite attack 

LIED 12: DoS, MS 

LIED 22: DM 
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Table 5.7 contains the total number of attacks identified in an IED dataset by 

summing the number of attack packets encountered during each IED attack. The largest 

amount of attack packets is detected in the datasets of IEDs 10 and 12 due to the DoS 

attack, as shown in table 5.7. 

5.2.3 Data Visualization and extraction of Attack Scenarios 

The csv files with all the information were already available in the dataset for the Normal 

and Disturbance scenarios, but the csv files for the attack files had to be extracted from the 

Wireshark files. The network Packet Capture-Next Generation (pcapng) files contains the 

packet data of the GOOSE network traffic which included the Measurement, Control Status 

and Protection Alarm data for each IED. The pcapng files are available according to each 

scenario as shown in figure 5.7, an example of the normal scenario. The extraction of these 

data from each IED for a particular scenario is discussed in this section. The attack traces 

are generated using the normal scenario dataset as the baseline, so all the readings of the 

attack files are similar to that of the normal files only with attacks induced in them.   

 

Figure 5.7 Wireshark for packet analysis 
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Figure 5.7 is a snippet from wireshark that demonstrates the transmission of GOOSE 

packets under the Normal condition (No-variable load). Through the. pcapng file, it is 

possible to inspect the packet information of all IEDs. The communication packets for one 

of the IEDs can be filtered out by selecting the ethernet communication for that particular 

IED. The creators of the dataset, Partha P. Biswas et. al. [41] have assumed all the IEDs to 

be part of the same multicast group and the IEDs use the destination MAC address 

01:0c:cd:01:00:01 during transmission. An example of extraction of LIED 10 information 

is shown in figures 5.8 and 5.9. In order to extract the filtered packets into a csv file the 

following process is followed:  

Files > Export Packet dissections > as csv 

 

Figure 5.8 Steps to extract packet details for a particular IED in Wireshark 
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Figure 5.9 Packet traces of LIED 10 

It is clear from this example that the packets are transmitted in a sequential order that 

includes control status, protection alarm, and measurements. The dataset was structured in 

such a way that the data for a set of control status, protection alert, and measurement are 

all arranged together in a single row so that they may be used as instances for training. This 

structuring of the dataset was part of data preprocessing so that they can be implemented 

for machine learning analysis.   

Attack scenario: In the instance of the Attack files, it can be seen that all attacks were 

injected, which indicates that if an attack is injected via a control status packet, there will 

be no protection alarm or measurement packets related to it.  
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Figure 5.10 Authentic traces observed between attack traces 

For instance, the DoS attack on LIED10 floods the network with 5000 GOOSE control 

status frames, a snippet of the frames has been shown in figure 5.10. In between, the sets 

of legitimate packets can also be observed. Therefore, in the event that an attack occurred, 

the related protection warning and measurement results are unavailable; consequently, our 

dataset includes cells that are blank. These rows cannot be deleted because they represent 

attack scenarios, however turning on Surrogate splits can be useful for prediction. Also, an 

additional feature ‘numofblank’ is included to take advantage of this nature of attack 

scenarios during the implementation of the dataset for classification.  

5.2.3.1 Data Manipulation: Attack Scenarios 1 

• LIED10 injects a GOOSE frame (No. 588) containing a value of 380 to the current 

magnitude of phase A at time= 11.9 sec. Refer to figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11 The plot of phase A current measurement values 

• LIED10 injects a GOOSE frame (No. 1175) containing a value of 270 to the current 

magnitude of phase B at time= 22.5 sec. Refer to figure 5.12. 

 

Figure 5.12 The plot of phase B current measurement values 

• LIED10 injects a GOOSE frame (No. 1771) containing a value of 360 to the current 

magnitude of phase C, at time= 33.1 sec. Refer to figure 5.13. 

 

Figure 5.13 The plot of phase C current measurement values 

 From figures 5.14 and 5.15, It can be observed that there were no abrupt changes 

in the voltage measurement values corresponding to the samples of abrupt changes in 

current measurement values. 
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Figure 5.14 The plot of current measurements for all the three phases 

 

Figure 5.15 The plot of voltage measurements for all the three phases 

5.2.3.2 Data Manipulation: Attack Scenarios 2 

• LIED11 injects a malicious GOOSE frame (No. 597) by toggling the status of the circuit 

breaker from FALSE to TRUE ('tripped') at time= 12.3 sec. Refer to figure 5.16. 

 

Figure 5.16 Wireshark screenshots demonstrating DM AS2 
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The Protection Alarm frames for LIED 11 can be filtered out by using the filter: 

goose.gocbRef == "LIED11PROT/LLN0$Alarm". Here when the status is toggled through 

frame 597, the sqNum value is following its usual behavior to go undetected by 

incrementing by 1 from its previous value. In such situations, the difference in the sqNum 

when used as a feature for detection, can be helpful. 

5.2.3.3 Data Manipulation: Attack Scenarios 3 

• LIED11 replays previously valid GOOSE frames (No. 2734 and No. 2764) 

containing "open" circuit breaker information at time= 53.8 sec and 54.8 sec. Refer 

to figure 5.17. 

 

Figure 5.17 Wireshark screenshots demonstrating DM AS3 on LIED11 

• LIED22 replays previously captured fault current measurements (No. 7847, No. 

7901, No. 7955, No. 8009, and No. 8063) between time= 155.8 sec and 159.88 sec. 

Refer to figure 5.18. 
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Figure 5.18 Wireshark screenshots demonstrating DM AS3 on LIED 22 

5.2.3.4 Denial of Service: Attack Scenarios 1 

• LIED10 injects 5000 GOOSE frames between time= 12.5 sec and time= 22.1 sec. 

Refer to figure 5.19. 

 

Figure 5.19 Wireshark screenshot demonstrating DoS AS1 
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The filter used is: goose.gocbRef == "LIED10CTRL/LLN0$Status" 

• LIED12 injects 5000 GOOSE frames between time= 54.7 sec and time= 68.3 sec. 

It is similar to the previous case. The filter used is: goose.gocbRef == 

"LIED12CTRL/LLN0$Status" 

 

 

Figure 5.20 Number of packets per second during DoS attack 

 In figure 5.20, it can observed that the number of packets per second reaches 400 

and 600 in case of DoS on LIED 10 and LIED 12 respectively which are represented by 

the blue and red lines respectively. During normal scenario it is usually around 1 packet 

per second.  

5.2.3.5 Message Suppression: Attack Scenarios 1 

• LIED10 injects a GOOSE frame (No. 542) with stNum=9999 and sqNum=10 at time= 13.9 

sec. Refer to figure 5.20. 
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Figure 5.21 Wireshark screenshots demonstrating MS AS1 on LIED10 

• LIED12 injects a GOOSE frame (No. 784) with stNum=5 and sqNum=15 at 

time= 18.9 sec. Refer to figure 5.21. 

 

Figure 5.22 Wireshark screenshots demonstrating MS AS1 on LIED12 
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5.2.3.6 Message Suppression: Attack Scenarios 2 

• LIED10 replays a GOOSE frame (No. 534) with stNum=9999 and sqNum=0 at 

time= 10.4 sec. 

 

Figure 5.23 Wireshark screenshots demonstrating MS AS on LIED10 

• LIED12 replays a GOOSE frame (No. 774) with stNum=5 and sqNum=0 at time= 

15.5 sec. 
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Figure 5.24 Wireshark screenshots demonstrating MS AS2 on LIED12 

5.2.3.7 Message Suppression: Attack Scenarios 3 

• LIED10 injects a GOOSE frame (No. 534) with stNum=9999 and sqNum=0 at 

time= 10.4 sec, where the timestamp of the injected GOOSE frame > previously 

received GOOSE frames. 

 

Figure 5.25 Wireshark screenshots demonstrating MS AS3 on LIED10 
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• LIED12 injects a GOOSE frame (No. 774) with stNum=5 and sqNum=0 at 

time=15.5 sec, where the timestamp of the injected GOOSE frame > previously 

received GOOSE frames. 

 

Figure 5.26 Wireshark screenshots demonstrating MS AS3 on LIED12 

5.2.3.8 Message Suppression: Attack Scenarios 4 

• LIED10 injects a GOOSE frame (No. 556) with sqNum=9999 at time= 12.7 sec. 
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Figure 5.27 Wireshark screenshots demonstrating MS AS4 on LIED10 

5.2.3.9 Composite Attack 

• LIED11 injects a GOOSE frame (No. 542) with stNum=9999 and sqNum=0 at 

time=11.3 sec. 

• LIED11 modifies the Boolean value of CB-11 from ‘1’ to ‘0’ and injects the 

modified GOOSE frame (No. 792) at time=16.3 sec. 
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Figure 5.28 Wireshark screenshot demonstrating Composite attack 

5.2.4 Feature extraction and processing  

A total of 16 characteristics, eight of which are physical and eight of which are network, 

were chosen and are given below.  

1. Dec (Network feature): is the decimal representation of the set of Boolean values: 

Circuit breaker Open/Close Status, Disconnector Open/Close Status, Protection 

tripped, and Intertrip command send. There was more control status and protection 

alarm information available in the dataset, but only these characteristics efficiently 

contributed to the classification. Table 5.8 illustrates an example of how to compute 

Dec. Thus, four characteristics were reduced to one. 

Table 5.8 Calculation example of Dec network feature 

Control status features Protection Alarm features Dec 

(sum) Circuit 

breaker 

Open/Close 

Status 

Disconnector 

Open/Close 

Status 

Protection 

tripped 

Intertrip 

command 

send 

1 1 0 0 

    

1 x 23 1 x 22 0 x 21 0 x 20 

    

8          + 4           + 0       + 0 =12 
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(Physical features) The sensor readings collected such as current, voltage, 

frequency, active and reactive power, etc. aid in detection of disturbance events 

happening in the network. However, if the packets were employed as rows in the 

dataset, the prior value's information would be unknown. Therefore, it is difficult 

to examine the occurrence of abrupt changes in continuous data, such as 

measurement values. Therefore, the difference between its measurement values is 

utilised rather than the actual measurement value for each packet. 

2. Diff. Current Line 'L1’ (Physical feature): The difference in the line 1 current 

between two consecutive readings. 

3. Diff. Current Line 'L2’ (Physical feature): The difference in the line 2 current 

between two consecutive readings. 

4. Diff. Current Line 'L3’ (Physical feature): The difference in the line 3 current 

between two consecutive readings. 

5. Diff. Voltage Phase 'L1-N’ (Physical feature): The difference in the line 1 to neutral 

voltage between two consecutive readings. 

6. Diff. Voltage Phase 'L2-N’ (Physical feature): The difference in the line 2 to neutral 

voltage between two consecutive readings. 

7. Diff. Voltage Phase 'L3-N’ (Physical feature): The difference in the line 3 to neutral 

voltage between two consecutive readings. 

8. Diff. Active Power (Physical feature): The difference in the active power between 

two consecutive readings. 
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9. 50-Frequency (Physical feature): The frequency is subtracted from the nominal 

frequency to determine the deviation of each packet. Here, 50 Hz is taken as the 

nominal mains frequency of the grid from the utility to the loads.  

10. Diff. Stnum (measurments) (Network feature): Difference between two subsequent 

StNum values of the same ‘gocbRef’ (GOOSE control block reference). The 

‘gocbRef’ will be of the form ‘LIED##MEAS/LLN0$Measurement’ where ## is 

the IED number. The Diff. StNum will be 0 during a normal case as the status 

number only increments when a new event starts. So, during the start of a new 

disturbance case, it can be observed that Diff. StNum changes to 1. Also, during 

high StNum attacks, the variation in Diff. StNum will be huge (For example: 9998). 

11. Diff. Stnum (Status) (Network feature): Difference between two subsequent StNum 

values of the same ‘gocbRef’ (GOOSE control block reference). The ‘gocbRef’ will 

be of the form ‘LIED##CTRL/LLN0$Status’. 

12. Diff. Stnum (Alarm) (Network feature): Difference between two subsequent 

StNum values of the same ‘gocbRef’ (GOOSE control block reference). The 

‘gocbRef’ will be of the form ‘LIED##PROT/LLN0$Alarm’. 

13. Diff. Sqnum (measurments) (Network feature): Similar to the Diff. StNum 

(measurements), here the differential value of the sqNum of the corresponding 

‘gocbRef’ is taken. SqNum is the counter for the packets of a particular event and 

for every new event the counter starts from 0 again. Diff. SqNum is usually 

observed to be 1. Any deviation from it may indicate a disturbance or attack 

scenario.  
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14. Diff. Sqnum (Status) (Network feature): Similar to the Diff. StNum (Status), here 

the differential value of the sqNum of the corresponding ‘gocbRef’ is taken. 

15. Diff. Sqnum (Alarm) (Network feature): Similar to the Diff. StNum (Alarm), here 

the differential value of the sqNum of the corresponding ‘gocbRef’ is taken. 

16. Numofblank (Network feature): This feature counts the number of blank cells in a 

row. During the calculation of numofblank, each of the four Boolean values used 

in Dec were analysed separately as individual columns in the dataset. This feature 

helped in analysing cases where packets were injected. 

The behaviour of available features were studied and all the above features were 

observed to get affected in some way during one of the scenarios considered in this 

study. Their contribution is also verified by evaluating their predictor importance 

scores in the next section. 

5.2.5 Results and Discussion 

First, the IEDs were combined, and then these datasets were merged for use as 

training datasets for building the machine learning models. Each combination was created 

such that three of the four IEDs under consideration were grouped together and the 

remaining IED was utilized for testing. The results of each combination when decision tree 

model was applied on it, can be seen in the table 5.9 and shows how the accuracies are very 

high when the datasets are combined and the scenarios are categorized in table 5.11.   
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Table 5.9 Results of applying Decision Tree on combined datasets 

 

Table 5.10 Results of applying Random Forest on combined datasets 

 

Table 5.11 Scenario categorization 

Scenario Training data Test data 

1 LIED10,11,12 LIED22 

2 LIED10,11,22 LIED12 

3 LIED10,12,22 LIED11 

4 LIED11,12,22 LIED10 

 

Scenario Train Acc. Test Acc. Precision Recall F1-

score 

Specificity 

1  99.996% 100% 1 1 1 1 

2 100% 100% 1 1 1 1 

3 100% 99.9375% 0.9047 0.9995 0.9497 0.9996 

4 99.9953% 99.9844% 0.9999 0.9994 0.9997 0.9999 

Scenario Train 

Accuracy 

Test 

Accuracy 

Preci

sion 

Recall F1-

score 

K-

fold 

NLear

n 

Specifi

city 

1 99.9935% 100% 1 1 1 2 2 1 

2 100% 100% 1 1 1 2 4 1 

3 99.9969% 100 % 1 1 1 18 2 1 

4 100% 100% 1 1 1 2 8 1 
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The random forest results can be seen in table 5.10. and their scenarios are 

categorized according to table 5.11. Here, it can be seen that the performance of the 

decision tree is comparable to that of the random forest results and both give very high 

accuracies and F1- scores. The confusion matrices for the four scenarios using random 

forest are depicted in figures 5.29 (a), 5.30 (a), 5.31 (a), and 5.32 (a), while the predictor 

significance bar graphs are displayed in figures 5.29 (b), 5.30 (b), 5.31 (b), and 5.32 (b).  

 

(a) 

 

 (b) 

Figure 5.29 Scenario 1 (a) Confusion plot (b) Predictor Importance 
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 (a) 

 

 (b) 

Figure 5.30 Scenario 2 (a) Confusion plot (b) Predictor Importance plot 

 

(a) 
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 (b) 

Figure 5.31 Scenario 3 (a) Confusion plot (b) Predictor Importance plot 

 

(a) 

 

 (b) 

Figure 5.32 Scenario 4 (a) Confusion plot (b) Predictor Importance plot 
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Further, individual IEDs were used as training and testing in combinations of one 

against each. Table 5.12 displays the outcomes when decision tree was implemented on it 

with 20% Holdout. LIED 10 and 12 datasets contain the most variety of attack scenarios 

as observed in table 5.7 due to which they perform well as training datasets for cyber-attack 

detection. This might complicate the selection of IEDs for training. It is challenging to 

determine which IED should be selected for training in actual applications. Therefore, it is 

necessary to develop a machine learning model that can give acceptable accuracies even 

with IEDs which do not have all the attack case history. 

An important point to note is, the training accuracy of the decision tree model for 

all the scenarios is table 5.12 is almost equal to 100%. Showing its efficiency in terms of 

training but when it comes to testing accuracy, there are several cases (the five cases 

highlighted in bold in table 5.12) that have low accuracy and require improvement. This 

major difference in the training and testing accuracy showcases the overfitting effect in 

decision tree models. An overfitted model is said to have low bias and high variance. To 

avoid overfitting, it is desirable to have low bias and low variance. Which has been tried to 

be resolved by the use of random forest. 
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Table 5.12 Results of applying Decision Tree on individual IED datasets for different combinations 

 

 

When Random Forest is applied to these settings, table 5.13 reveals a significant 

improvement in testing accuracy. The testing accuracy for Scenarios 4, 5, 10, and 12 was 

about 60%. This is due to the fact that the training datasets for these situations lacked all 

forms of attack instances. Even so, Random Forest was able to enhance the accuracy of 

these situations to greater than 99.9%. Here, random forest is able to achieve low bias and 

low variance because of the majority voting implemented on all the sub-decision trees 

Scenario Training 

data 

Testing 

data 

Train. 

Accuracy 

Test.  

Accuracy 

Precision Recall F1-

score 

Specificity 

1 LIED10 LIED11 99.98% 87.62% 0.6639 0.501 0.5710 0.9586 

2 LIED10 LIED12 99.98% 99.98% 0.9992 0.9998 0.9995 0.9999 

3 LIED10 LIED22 99.98% 99.94% NaN 0.6667 NaN 0.8333 

4 LIED11 LIED10 100% 60.97% 0.7306 0.6676 0.6977 0.8566 

5 LIED11 LIED12 100% 62.76% 0.7307 0.6678 0.6978 0.8638 

6 LIED11 LIED22 100% 99.94% NaN 0.6667 NaN 0.8333 

7 LIED12 LIED10 100% 99.96% 0.9997 0.9992 0.9995 0.9997 

8 LIED12 LIED11 100% 99.98% 0.9999 0.9997 0.9998 0.9997 

9 LIED12 LIED22 100% 99.94% NaN 0.6667 NaN 0.8333 

10 LIED22 LIED10 100% 60.85% NaN 0.6661 NaN 0.8560 

11 LIED22 LIED11 100% 99.96% 0.9996 0.9331 0.9652 0.9996 

12 LIED22 LIED12 100% 62.63% NaN 0.6667 NaN 0.8634 
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employed in the random forest ensemble. In this way it is able to avoid the overfitting issue 

faced in the decision tree model.   

Table 5.13 Results of applying Random Forest on individual IED datasets for different combinations 

 

For imbalanced datasets such as these, Precision, Recall, and F1-score reflect the 

improvement in detection accuracy for all Scenarios. In table 5.12, there were several NaN 

values for these measures because there were instances in which not a single observation 

was classified positive (either true positive or false positive) for a particular scenario. As a 

result, Precision and F1-score values were unable to be computed. 

Table 5.13 shows the results obtained when using random forest approach for the same 

scenarios as in table 5.12. Table 5.13 contains not even a single NaN value, demonstrating 

that Random Forest is suitable for classifying imbalanced datasets. Also, an important point 

Scenario 

Train. 

Acc. 

Test.  

Acc. 

Precision Recall 

F1-

score 

Kfold NLearn 

Specificity 

1 100% 100% 1 1 1 2 6 1 

2 100% 100% 1 1 1 5 2 1 

3 99.98% 100% 1 1 1 2 3 1 

4 100% 99.98% 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 11 2 0.9998 

5 99.98% 100% 1 1 1 10 1 1 

6 100% 100% 1 1 1 4 2 1 

7 100% 100% 1 1 1 17 2 1 

8 99.99% 100% 1 1 1 2 2 1 

9 100% 100% 1 1 1 14 6 1 

10 100% 100% 1 1 1 29 2 1 

11 100% 100% 1 1 1 29 2 1 

12 100% 100% 1 1 1 29 2 1 
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to note is that the random forest method results also show that the model was able to classify 

certain types of attacks which it had not seen before during the training stage. For example, 

LIED 22 only contains Data Manipulation attack scenarios, whatsoever, it was able to 

detect DoS and message suppression attacks during the testing phase with good accuracy. 

The confusion plots for all the 12 scenarios when detection was performed using 

decision tree versus random forest are depicted in figures 33-44. 

LIED 10 as training dataset: 

       

 (a)      (b) 

Figure 5.33 Confusion plots of scenario 1 DT (a) Vs RF (b) 

           

   (a)                      (b) 

Figure 5.34 Confusion plots of scenario 2 DT (a) Vs RF (b) 
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(a)                      (b) 

Figure 5.35 Confusion plots of scenario 3 DT (a) Vs RF (b) 

LIED 11 as training dataset: 

     

(a)                      (b) 

Figure 5.36 Confusion plots of scenario 4 DT (a) Vs RF (b) 

    

(a)                      (b) 

Figure 5.37 Confusion plots of scenario 5 DT (a) Vs RF (b) 
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(a)                      (b) 

Figure 5.38 Confusion plots of scenario 6 DT (a) Vs RF (b) 

LIED 12 as training dataset: 

            

(a)                      (b) 

Figure 5.39 Confusion plots of scenario 7 DT (a) Vs RF (b) 

            

(a)                      (b) 

Figure 5.40 Confusion plots of scenario 8 DT (a) Vs RF (b) 
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(a)                      (b) 

Figure 5.41 Confusion plots of scenario 9 DT (a) Vs RF (b) 

LIED 22 as training dataset: 

           

(a)                      (b) 

Figure 5.42 Confusion plots of scenario 10 DT (a) Vs RF (b) 

    

(a)                      (b) 

Figure 5.43 Confusion plots of scenario 11 DT (a) Vs RF (b) 
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(a)                      (b) 

Figure 5.44 Confusion plots of scenario 9 DT (a) Vs RF (b) 

For each scenario in tables 5.10 and 5.13, the predictor significance scores for each 

predictor were averaged to determine which characteristics contributed the most to training 

the model. These were then plotted against the predictors in order to identify the most 

influential features in figure 5.45. Frequency, Dec, numofblank, DiffSqNum(Alarm), and 

DiffsqNum(measurement) are the most significant predictors, in descending order of 

significance. However, it is also important to highlight that, despite their lower ranking, 

the remaining predictors are useful for classifying situations which have lower number of 

cases. As the dataset is extremely imbalanced and has few attack possibilities. 

 

Figure 5.45 Predictor importance scores averaged for all scenarios 
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5.6 Summary  

 

In this chapter, decision tree and random forest machine learning models were 

applied to two IEC 61850 GOOSE based datasets for cyber-attack detection. It was seen 

that Random forest defeated decision tree model through the evaluation results of accuracy 

and f1-score and showed its effectiveness even for imbalanced datasets. The selection of 

the appropriate ensemble algorithm, number of k-folds and number of learners were 

discussed in detail through the experimental performed. For dataset 1, the features were 

already processed and selection of the features was also suggested by the creators of the 

dataset [14]. However, for dataset 2, the features had to be extracted and processed in order 

to be utilized for detection. The features were studied to see which ones contributed the 

most to the detection process and only these were kept for improving model accuracy. 

Finally, the most important features were discussed based on their predictor importance 

scores. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Recommendations  

6.1 Conclusions  

The thesis aims to detect cyber attacks in IEC 61850 based systems using GOOSE 

for communication and showcases the performance of Random Forest and how it 

outperforms DT models for cyber-attack detection. The results have demonstrated that the 

proposed Random Forest-based approach was insensitive to the choice of the training and 

testing dataset of the IEDs. The selection of suitable features for the application of machine 

learning in the detection of cyber-attacks has been studied. Two datasets have been studied 

to identify the best physical and network features which includes the 4-IED and the 18-

IED network systems. From the results discussed in section 5.2.5, the work presented in 

this thesis resulted into a set of 16 features based on dataset 2 captured by the 18 IED 

system that can contribute significantly for the detection of cyber-attacks. Both the datasets 

show the importance of including both network and physical features for the detection. The 

most important features for the detection in the two datasets were the physical features that 

is, the current values in the 4-IED dataset and the frequency in Hz in the 18-IED dataset . 

This may vary depending on the nature of the dataset and what it contains; for example, 

the dataset may contain other physical features, such as voltage measurements, instead of 

the current values seen in the datasets examined in this thesis. Amongst the network 

features, Dec is seen as the main contributor for detection which uses the combination of 

circuit breaker statuses and their Boolean to decimal conversion is done to make use of it 

as a feature for detection. The feature Dec is a combination of some control status and 

protection alarm features and may vary according to dataset. However, the strategy for 

integrating several Boolean features that are available can be used for selecting and 
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extracting features from other datasets. The difference in sequence number also is seen to 

be contributing well for the prediction process in both the datasets.  

As opposed to previous work, the overfitting issue that has been problematic in 

machine learning models was looked into and in order to assess the problem, the training 

and testing datasets were interchanged. In this way it is checked if the model works well in 

general and is likely to yield high accuracies irrespective of the network architecture of the 

substation or the dataset used. Bootstrap aggregated Random Forest was able to not just 

avoid overfitting but it was also able to detect attacks it did not encounter during the 

training phase.  

Another significance of the research presented here is the classification of not just 

the attacks from the normal scenarios, but the fact that the model is able to differentiate 

between the attacks from the disturbances also. In many circumstances, the attacks may 

behave in a way that it looks like a faulty event occurring in the system, for example, when 

a high current value is injected as an attack by the attacker. It might be confusing for some 

detection models to distinguishing the attack trace as attack and not a disturbance event 

information trace. 

The main outcome of this work responds to the objectives and the research gaps 

presented in chapters 1 and 2 through the evaluation parameters. The testing accuracy is 

improved for the 4-IED network system and in case of the 18-IED network system, the 

accuracy reaches 100%. Precision, Recall and F1 score values reflected the effectiveness 

of detection in the imbalanced dataset of the 18-IED network system. F1 score is seen to 

be above 0.96 for all the training and testing combinations showing the effectiveness of the 

proposed model for classification using unbalanced datasets. The features discussed in the 
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paper or similar features if available in other datasets can yield good detection accuracies 

by applying Random Forest classifier.  

The testing accuracy of 4-IED network dataset needs improvement. The work 

presented here directly applies the detection on the dataset that was provided. The dataset 

needs more understanding of how the physical measurements from Simulink simulation 

were coupled with the network packets. Also, the macro used for the coupling of the two 

were not provided. In the future, the simulation may be used to reproduce the 4-IED 

network dataset and find a technique to produce the GOOSE network packets from it. This 

will make the dataset easier to apply detection on, similar to how it was done on the 18-

IED network. The difference in values between the succeeding packets in the 18-IED 

network cyber attack detection were done to examine the level of divergence between them, 

which allowed the model acquire high testing accuracy. 

6.2 Recommendations  

The work presented in this thesis recommends the use of Random Forest machine 

learning technique with the ensemble method bagging for the detection and classification 

of cyberattacks occurring in IEC 61850 GOOSE communication within substations. Both 

network and physical features are important for efficient model preparation. The work in 

this thesis also recommends using the network features Dec and difference in sequence 

number, and physical features current or frequency while applying machine learning for 

detection. The Dec represents the status of the circuit breakers, which along with the 

physical features gives distinguishing characteristics of the traces regarding an attack or 

disturbance. Even the sequence number when does not follows its normal behavior helps 

in detection in terms of the network communication properties. When all of these are 
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combined they successfully detect the normal, disturbance and attack scenarios. There were 

other features considered during the study such as “GOOSElength”, which was used in the 

4-IED dataset but was avoided in the detection of the 18-IED dataset as it did not contribute 

significantly in the detection process and the addition of such features will only increase 

the computation time and reduce the accuracy. 

6.3 Future Work  

The intent of this work was to come up with a machine learning technique for 

accurate detection of the cyberattacks in smart grid and also to find the generalized 

parameters for machine learning detection. The two variables in the detection are the 

number of K-folds and the number of learners used for building the random forest method. 

It can be further investigated to fix a particular number of k-folds and Nlearn to avoid loops 

for finding those parameters.  

The detection method presented here focuses on only the detection of active attacks. 

Further, the identification of passive assaults that IEC 61850 encounters may be the subject 

of future research.  

The following step to detection of cyber-attacks can be the identification of these 

attacks where further classification is done for detecting the type of attack. The smart grid 

will benefit from this during mitigation and in the future when applying self-healing 

techniques against cyberattacks. 

In a broader perspective, other tools such as deep learning can be explored for the 

detection and classification of cyberattacks in IEC 61850 GOOSE protocol. In order to 

broaden the scope, the further research may consider locating the attack's point of origin, 
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which would hasten the system's post-attack recovery. Furthermore, researchers can extend 

the work present here and apply it for the detection and classification of ‘Sampled Values’, 

which is also an IEC 61850 based protocol.  
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